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JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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OpenCart 1.4 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenCart is a popular open source shopping cart solution and provides elegantly written tools to establish a fully functional online store from scratch in a very short time with intuitive screens. It can be a difficult task for beginners to go beyond the basics and apply all the features, which they will require for their businesses.

...
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Beginning Excel Services (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Given the prominent role Excel plays in today's companies, the need for users to better manage, distribute, and incorporate spreadsheets in larger applications is greater than ever. Written by Microsoft's lead developers of Excel Services, this book shares their insights into the benefits and usage of Excel's new server technology so that you can...
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Selling Online with Drupal e-Commerce: Walk through the creation of an online store with Drupal's e-Commerce modulePackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a free and open-source modular web application framework and content management system (CMS) written in PHP that can run in many environments, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. Drupal e-Commerce is a free, open-source, feature-rich, flexible package of modules that seamlessly adds full e-Store capabilities to Drupal....
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Zen Cart: E-commerce Application Development: A step-by-step developer's guidePackt Publishing, 2008
Zen Cart is a popular open-source PHP/MySQL-based e-commerce solution available under GPL that is designed to put the merchants' and shoppers' requirements first. Not only does Zen Cart offer a very long list of features, but the system is designed with both store owners and web developers in mind. There's no sacrifice of usability or power.
...
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iOS Recipes: Tips and Tricks for Awesome iPhone and iPad AppsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		Our goal as programmers is to solve problems. Sometimes the problems are hard, sometimes they’re easy, and sometimes they’re even fun. Maybe they’re not even “problems” in the colloquial sense of the word, but we are there to solve them.

	
		Our goal as authors is to help you solve your problems...
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Mining eBay Web Services: Building Applications with the eBay APISybex, 2004
Improved Speed, Accuracy, and Convenience—Yours for the     Taking
     
     eBay is continuously improving the features it offers buyers     and sellers. Now, the biggest improvements are ones you can build for     yourself.
     
     Mining eBay Web Services teaches you to create custom...
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Effortless E-Commerce with PHP and MySQLNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Electronic commerce has been an important and viable part of the Internet for well over a decade now. From the behemoths like Amazon.com to the mom-and-pop online stores, e-commerce is performed in a number of ways. Despite the dozen, or hundred, of failures for every single commercial success, e-commerce can still be an excellent business...
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The IOMA Handbook of Logistics and Inventory ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Practical, easy-to-implement advice on the most successful logistics management techniques being used today--from selecting the best carriers, setting logistics performance goals, and planning logistics strategies, to streamlining shipping and receiving and slashing logistics costs, and negotiating and managing third party logistics service...
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SSH, the Secure Shell: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2005
Are you serious about network security? Then check out SSH, the Secure Shell, which provides key-based authentication and transparent encryption for your network connections.  It's reliable, robust, and reasonably easy to use, and both free and commercial implementations are widely available for most operating systems. While it doesn't solve every...
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Getting Started with OpenCart Module DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Master your OpenCart modules and code!


	Overview

	
		Learn how to clone OpenCart modules
	
		Develop and customize modules, pages, order totals, payments, and shipping extensions in OpenCart
	
		Understand the Global Library methods used in OpenCart



	In Detail
...
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Exploratory Software Testing: Tips, Tricks, Tours, and Techniques to Guide Test DesignAddison Wesley, 2009

	How to Find and Fix the Killer Software Bugs that Evade Conventional Testing 


	 


	In Exploratory Software Testing, renowned software testing expert James Whittaker reveals the real causes of today’s most serious, well-hidden software...
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